Diagnosis of breast ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) presents a challenge since we cannot yet distinguish those cases that would remain indolent and not require aggressive treatment from cases that may progress to invasive ductal cancer (IDC). The purpose of this study is to determine the role of Rap1Gap, a GTPase activating protein, in the progression from DCIS to IDC. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis of samples from breast cancer patients shows an increase in Rap1Gap expression in DCIS compared to normal breast tissue and IDCs. In order to study the mechanisms of malignant progression, we employed an in vitro three-dimensional (3D) model that more accurately recapitulates both structural and functional cues of breast tissue. Immunoblotting results show that Rap1Gap levels in MCF10.Ca1D cells (a model of invasive carcinoma) are reduced compared to those in MCF10.DCIS (a model of DCIS). Retroviral silencing of Rap1Gap in MCF10.DCIS cells activated extracellular regulated kinase (ERK) mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), induced extensive cytoskeletal reorganization and acquisition of mesenchymal phenotype, and enhanced invasion. Enforced reexpression of Rap1Gap in MCF10.DCIS-Rap1GapshRNA cells reduced Rap1 activity and reversed the mesenchymal phenotype. Similarly, introduction of dominant negative Rap1A mutant (Rap1A-N17) in DCIS-Rap1Gap shRNA cells caused a reversion to nonmalignant phenotype. Conversely, expression of constitutively active Rap1A mutant (Rap1A-V12) in noninvasive MCF10.DCIS cells led to phenotypic changes that were reminiscent of Rap1Gap knockdown. Thus, reduction of Rap1Gap in DCIS is a potential switch for progression to an invasive phenotype. The Graphical Abstract summarizes these findings.
Introduction
Mortality from breast cancer has declined for the past 2 decades, and this decline [1] might be due to introduction of screening programs in the 1980s, resulting in earlier diagnosis and intervention [2] . Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) accounts for 15%-25% of newly diagnosed breast cancer cases in the United States [3] . Until 1980, DCIS represented less than 1% of breast cancer [4] . The apparent incidence has increased, in part, due to the rise in use of mammography screens and improved imaging technologies [5] . It is still unclear which DCIS lesions will become invasive or will remain indolent during a woman's lifetime [6, 7] . As a result, many women with low-risk DCIS are offered treatment that may not benefit them [8] . We thus need to better define the factors that determine progression from DCIS to invasive ductal carcinoma of the breast (IDC). Molecular profiling has identified the same cancer subtypes in DCIS that are found in IDC [9, 10] , and thus it is reasonable to propose that the invasive progression may be induced more by loss of suppressive activities than by the gain of additional oncogenic drivers [11] .
Using next-generation sequencing, we found a consensus group of 63 upregulated genes in human DCIS cells grown in threedimensional (3D) cultures relative to control nontransformed immortalized human mammary epithelial cells [7] . Rap1Gap, one of those 63 upregulated genes, encodes a negative regulator of the small GTPase Rap1. Rap1 is a key determinant in mammary acinar structure [12] and is overexpressed in breast IDC and in in situ lesions that are adjacent to invasive disease [13] . Although a role for the loss of Rap1Gap in breast cancer progression has not previously been defined, there is strong evidence for its tumor-suppressive activities in other malignancies (including melanoma and thyroid, renal, pancreatic, and oropharyngeal cancers) through inhibition of proliferation, migration [14] [15] [16] , invasion [17, 18] , and motility [19] .
In order to investigate the potential tumor suppressive role of Rap1Gap in DCIS progression to IDC, we employed the MCF10 progression series, which includes MCF10.DCIS and MCF10.Ca1D cells, to model human DCIS and IDC, respectively. The MCF10 series is a group of cell lines derived from MCF10A cells (which were established by the spontaneous immortalization of human breast epithelial cells originally isolated from a patient) [20] . The second member of the series, MCF10.NeoT, was generated after transforming MCF10A via transfection with mutated T24 H-ras. When injected into immunodeficient nude mice, the MCF10.NeoT cells developed into lesions from which the rest of the progression series was created. These include MCF10.AT1, which models atypical hyperplasia, as well as the previously mentioned MCF10.DCIS and MCF10.Ca1D [20, 21] . As xenografts, MCF10.DCIS cells form lesions that resemble premalignant comedo DCIS, which progress to IDC over time [22] . The MCF10.Ca1D cell line is one of five invasive tumorigenic cell lines derived from xenografts [23] . In a 3D environment, we show that while Rap1Gap is highly expressed in DCIS, it is downregulated in IDC. Knockdown of Rap1Gap in MCF10.DCIS cells leads to Rap1 and ERK/MAPK activation, breakdown of adherens junctions, cytoskeletal remodeling, and invasion. Introduction of dominant active (DA) Rap1A in MCF10. DCIS cells induced a similar phenotype as the Rap1Gap knockdown, and expression of a dominant negative (DN) Rap1A reversed that malignant phenotype. These results are consistent with the tumorsuppressive effects of Rap1Gap in DCIS being modulated through Rap1A activity.
Materials and Methods

Reagents
Lipofectamine 2000 and immunoblotting detection reagents were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA). Rabbit anti-Rap1Gap (H-93) antibody was purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). Rabbit anti-Rap1 (07-916) and mouse anti-GAPDH (clone C5) antibodies were purchased from EMD Millipore (Billerica, MA). Rabbit anti-total MAPK (#9102) antibody was from Cell Signaling (Danvers, MA). Mouse antiphospho-MAPK (MAPK-YT) antibody was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Mouse anti-E cadherin antibody was purchased from BD Biosciences (San Jose, CA). Mouse beta-tubulin (clone E7) antibody was obtained from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (Iowa City, IA). Reduced growth factor Cultrex reconstituted basement membrane (rBM) was purchased from Trevigen (Gaithersburg, MD).
Immunohistochemical Staining and Analysis of Patient Tissue Samples
Tissue microarrays (TMAs) BR8011 (enriched for normal and DCIS tissues), BR487 (enriched for triple-negative or TN IDCs), and BR1504 (enriched for human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 or HER2, and estrogen/progesterone receptor or ER/PR expressing IDCs) were purchased from Biomax (Rockville, MD). The slides were processed for immunohistochemistry (IHC) using optimized protocols and antibodies for Rap1Gap. Indica Labs' TMA software module (Corrales, NM) was used to segment the tissue spots on the slide and measure Rap1Gap. Paraffin sections were dewaxed in a xylene-ethanol series. Endogenous peroxides were removed by a methanol/1.2% hydrogen peroxide incubation at room temperature for 30 minutes. Heat-induced epitope retrieval was performed with a pH 6 citrate buffer in the BIOCARE Decloaking Chamber. A 1-hour blocking step with 10% goat serum in PBS was done prior to adding primary antibody (H-93 Rap1Gap antibody at 1:200 overnight). Detection was performed using Life Technologies SuperPicTure polymer Detection kit Broad Spectrum DAB (879663) or 3,3′diaminobenzidine and counterstained with Mayer's hematoxylin. Sections were then dehydrated through a series of ethanol to xylene washes and cover slipped with Permount (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The staining for Rap1Gap was then classified as percent negative, weak, moderate, or strongly positive, taking the entire analysis region into consideration. Analysis of % positive stain of Rap1Gap was performed. Images of representative tissue spots were taken at 20× magnification.
Cell Lines and Cell Culture
MCF10 human breast epithelial progression series of cells (MCF10A, AT1, and MCF10.DCIS and MCF10.CA1D) were obtained from the Biobanking and Correlative Sciences Core at the Karmanos Center Institute, Detroit, MI. SUM 102 and SUM 225 were a generous gift from Stephen Ethier (Hollings Cancer Center, Charleston, SC). T47-D, MCF-7, MDA-MB-231, BT549, and Hs578t cell lines were obtained from ATCC (American Type Culture Collection; Manassas, VA). All cell lines were maintained as monolayer cultures with 5% CO 2 . MCF10 series and SUM lines (SUM 102 and SUM 225) were maintained with DMEM/F12 supplemented with 5% horse serum and Ham's F12 growth medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), respectively. T47-D, MCF-7, and BT549 cell lines were maintained with RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS. Hs578T and MDA-MB-231 cell lines were maintained with DMEM growth medium supplemented with 10% FBS. Cell lines were authenticated using the STR PowerPlex 16 System (Promega) and screened for mycoplasma by microscopy (MycoFluor; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Venor GeM, Sigma-Aldrich). For 3D culture, a trypsinized single-cell suspension in 3D assay medium with 2% rBM [24] was pipetted on top of the rBM and grown for 8 days, with media change after 4 days.
Immunofluorescence
Cells were fixed and stained as described previously [25] [26] [27] . Images were collected with an LSM 780 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss GmbH, Jena, Germany). 3D reconstructions of optical sections were generated using Volocity software v.6.3.1 as described previously [28] .
RNA Extraction, Gene Expression, and Plasmid DNA Isolation
RNA extraction from cells was performed using RNeasy RNA isolation kit by Qiagen (Hilden, Germany) and Life Magnetics RNA isolation kit (Detroit, MI) from cells grown in monolayer. cDNA was synthesized using the Applied Biosystems High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). All qRT-PCRs were performed using Applied Biosystems TaqMan assays (Thermo Fisher Scientific) using the Applied Biosystems StepOnePlus Real- We targeted MCF10.DCIS cells for stable retroviral knockdown experiments using two separate shRNA sequences that target different regions on Rap1Gap. TTGGTGTGTGAAGACGTCA for kd1 (knockdown sequence 1) and TCTTCTCACTCAAG-TACG for kd2 (knockdown sequence 2) [29] were cloned into RNAi-Ready pSIREN RetroQ DsRed-Express plasmid (Takara Bio USA, Mountain View, CA) for knockdown experiments according to established protocols [25] . For transient overexpression experiments, MCF10.DCIS or MCF10.DCIS Rap1Gap shRNA cells were grown to approximately 50% confluency on 35-mm dishes and then transfected with 200 ng of GFP-Rap1Gap, GFP-Rap1A-V12, or GFP-Rap1A-N17 plasmids using Lipofectamine 2000. Parallel transfections with a control GFP plasmid [30] were also performed.
Immunoblotting
To obtain sufficient material for immunoblotting, 3D overlay cultures were set up on 60-mm culture dishes and grown for 8 days. Structures were harvested from rBM by repeated washes with ice-cold PBS supplemented with 5 mM EDTA. Lysates were prepared, separated by SDS-PAGE, transferred to nitrocellulose membranes, and immunoblotted with the appropriate antibodies following the protocols previously described [25, 26] . We performed Bradford's protein assay in order to determine the appropriate amount of protein for loading.
Invasion Assays
Thirty thousand MCF10.DCIS or MCF10.DCIS Rap1Gap shRNA cells were seeded in serum-free media on BD cell culture inserts (8-μm pore size; Franklin Lakes, NJ) that we precoated with 2 mg/ml Cultrex. Cells were allowed to invade for 24 hours toward media supplemented with 5% horse serum. After removing the noninvading cells with a cotton swab, the cells that had invaded through the filter were stained, and the filters were mounted on slides using a Dif-Quik kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The cells were then visualized using a Zeiss Axiovert-200 microscope and counted using ImageJ software (NIH). Data were collected from four independent experiments performed in triplicate.
Rap1 Activity Assay
Rap1 activity assays were done according to the manufacturer's instructions (EMD Millipore). Briefly, whole cell lysates were prepared in ice-cold lysis buffer [50 mmol/l Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 0.5 mol/l NaCl, 1% NP40 (v/v), 2.5 mmol/l MgCl 2 , 10 μg/ml aprotinin, 10 μg/ml leupeptin, and 10% glycerol]. Ral GDS-RBD agarose beads were used to pull down active Rap1 for 45 minutes at 4°C. Samples of the pulldowns and of the input lysates were separated by SDS-PAGE, transferred, and immunoblotted for Rap1.
Results
High Expression of Rap1Gap in MCF10.DCIS and Luminal Hormone-Responsive Cells
Previous studies from our laboratory determined gene expression changes common to three models of DCIS cells grown in 3D cultures in comparison to nontransformed MCF10A cells, also grown in 3D. Next-generation sequencing results showed that Rap1Gap was upregulated in all three cell models of DCIS compared to MCF10A cells [31] . To confirm whether protein expression correlated with the mRNA, we performed immunoblotting for Rap1Gap in the MCF10 human breast progression series and in SUM 102 and SUM 225 lines ( Figure 1 ). In the progression series, MCF10A cells expressed very low levels of Rap1Gap; MCF10NeoT, a model of transformed breast epithelium, and MCF10.AT1, a model of atypical hyperplasia, expressed some Rap1Gap; MCF10.DCIS, a model of DCIS, expressed high levels of Rap1Gap as expected from the previous transcriptomic analysis; and MCF10.Ca1D, a model of IDC, expressed very low levels of Rap1Gap. In the two other DCIS lines (SUM 225 and SUM 102), Rap1Gap levels were strikingly different, although prior transcriptomic analysis identified the upregulation of Rap1Gap mRNA in both [31] . SUM 225 cells, a HER2 overexpressing line that exhibits luminal markers and was derived from a chest wall recurrence in a patient previously diagnosed with DCIS [32] , abundantly expressed Rap1Gap to a level similar to that found in MCF-7 cells, which have previously been characterized to have high expression [33] . In contrast, SUM 102 cells, which are of basal type and were derived from a DCIS with microinvasion [34, 35] , expressed very low levels of Rap1Gap.
High Levels of Rap1Gap in Human DCIS compared to Normal and IDC Breast Tissue
To confirm the spectrum of Rap1Gap expression found in human patient samples, we performed IHC for Rap1Gap in tissue microarrays ( Figure 2 ). The results confirmed that Rap1Gap is significantly overexpressed in patient samples of DCIS relative to both the normal-adjacent and IDC samples. The TMAs included 36 samples of normal/tumor adjacent breast tissue, 50 samples of DCIS/ intraductal carcinoma, and 179 samples of IDC. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Bonferroni's test for multiple comparisons show statistically significant differences in the Rap1Gap expression between DCIS and normal or IDC tissues (normal vs. DCIS, P = 0.0307; DCIS vs. IDC, P = 0.0004). When the IDC samples were separated into ER+/PR+, HER2+, and TN subtypes ( Figure S1 ), we found that expression of Rap1Gap was significantly reduced in the ER+/PR+ IDC samples relative to DCIS and that there was a trend (not reaching significance) for a reduction in Rap1Gap expression in TN IDC relative to DCIS ( Figure S1F ). The TMAs included 75 samples of ER/PR+, 31 samples of HER2+, and 86 samples of TN IDCs. Samples with 1% positive staining for ER/PR were considered to be ER/PR+. To be considered HER2+, we included samples that were reported to have 3+ expression. Biomarker expression (ER/PR, HER2, etc.) profiles for each tissue spot in the TMAs were provided by Biomax. One-way ANOVA and Bonferroni's test of multiple comparisons show statistically significant differences in Rap1Gap expression between DCIS and subtypes of IDC (DCIS vs. ER+/ER+ IDC; P b 0.0001).
Rap1Gap protein levels were also assessed in breast IDC cell lines. We found a clear difference with regard to breast cancer subtype ( Figure S1G ). Rap1Gap is expressed at higher levels in the luminal A hormone-responsive cell lines (MCF-7 [36, 37] and T47-D [37] ) and at lower levels in the basal B breast cancer cell lines (MDA-MB-231, Hs578t and BT549), which have mesenchymal characteristics [38, 39] .
Alteration of Cell Morphology from Epithelial to Mesenchymal Phenotype: A Consequence of Rap1Gap Silencing in MCF10. DCIS
As expression of Rap1Gap in breast IDC cell lines with mesenchymal characteristics was low, we hypothesized that Rap1Gap might act as a limiting factor on the progression of DCIS to IDC and that knocking down Rap1Gap in MCF10.DCIS cells would confer mesenchymal characteristics, including changes to a spindle shape and an invasive phenotype. Figure 3 shows MCF10.DCIS cells infected with pSIREN dsRed retroviral control and two separate shRNA sequences that target Rap1Gap (termed kd1 and kd2). In 2D culture, MCF10.DCIS cells grow in clusters with an epithelial phenotype and cell-cell contacts. Knockdown of Rap1Gap in MCF10.DCIS altered cellular shape toward a more scattered fibroblastic phenotype, with less frequent cell-cell contacts ( Figure  3A ). Immunoblotting confirmed that both shRNA sequences were highly effective at reducing Rap1Gap expression ( Figure 3B ).
One characteristic of invasive breast cancer and mesenchymal phenotype is reduced E-cadherin and breakdown of adherens junctions [40] [41] [42] . For example, E-cadherin is lost in invasive mesenchymal breast cancer cell lines [42, 43] , which also expressed low levels of Rap1Gap ( Figure S1 ). We hypothesized that reduction in E-cadherin and fewer adherens junctions would be a consequence of Rap1Gap knockdown. E-cadherin localization consistent with adherens junctions was present in the retroviral control MCF10. DCIS cells in 3D cultures but missing following knockdown of Rap1Gap ( Figure 4A ). In addition to changed localization, expression of E-cadherin was also reduced following Rap1Gap knockdown ( Figure 4B ). Localization of E-cadherin to cell:cell junctions in control MCF10.DCIS cells was also shown clearly in 2D cultures ( Figure S2 ) and is consistent with our previous studies [27] . Reduction in E-cadherin following Rap1Gap knockdown was also observed in monolayer cultures. This localization of E-cadherin was reduced following knockdown of Rap1Gap.
Loss of Rap1Gap: Formation of Multicellular Outgrowths, Cytoskeletal Remodeling, and Invasion
When grown in rBM, MCF10.DCIS cells form compact dense and dysplastic structures ( [25] and Figure 4A ). We hypothesized that MCF10.DCIS Rap1Gap shRNA cells would gain an invasive phenotype that would be revealed in 3D cultures by production of multicellular outgrowths. After 8 days of growth in rBM, the 3D structures formed by MCF10.DCIS Rap1Gap shRNA cells were less densely packed ( Figure 4A ), were larger ( Figure 4C ), and exhibited a significant increase in the number of multicellular invasive outgrowths ( Figure 4C , D). One-way ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis test for multiple comparisons were performed to show the statistically significant differences between the number of outgrowths in the control vs. both of the knockdown lines; P b 0.0001. These morphological changes are also shown in the 3D reconstructions in Figure 5A and in the supplementary movie files. There was an overall change in the organization of the actin cytoskeleton, with the outgrowths containing actin stress fibers, as observed in the images of the collapsed z-stacks ( Figure S3 ). These images also show that the cortical actin rings that are found in MCF10.DCIS cells were lost following knockdown of Rap1Gap.
Cytoskeletal remodeling is a significant part of the invasion process and is carefully orchestrated [44, 45] . In order to test whether loss of Rap1Gap would enhance the invasive capability of MCF10. DCIS cells, the ability of the cells to move through rBM was assayed. We found a significant increase in the number of invading cells when Rap1Gap is silenced, compared to the control (Figure 5B, C) . One-way ANOVA and Dunn's multiple comparisons test were performed for statistically significant differences between the number of invaded cells in the control vs. the two knockdown lines; P = 0.0002. Live cell proteolysis assays were also performed to test whether this invasive phenotype was associated with an increased ability to degrade the matrix. Degradation of collagen IV (indicated by green fluorescence) was detected in the MCF10. DCIS Rap1Gap shRNA structures but not in control MCF10.DCIS structures ( Figure S4 ).
Rap1Gap Silencing in MCF10.DCIS: Increase in ERK/MAPK Activation ERK/MAPK activation has been observed in a wide variety of cancers and is closely associated with cancer development, migration, invasion, and metastasis [46] . In IDC, ERK/MAPK mediates migration and invasion [47] . Our results ( Figure 5C ) show that silencing of Rap1Gap in MCF10.DCIS led to enhanced invasion. Therefore, we hypothesized that Rap1Gap silencing may result in ERK/MAPK activation in MCF10.DCIS cells. The immunoblotting results in Figure 6A show increased phosphorylation of ERK1/2 in MCF10.DCIS cells with silenced Rap1Gap expression. A 6-fold and 12-fold increase in ERK1/2 phosphorylation was observed in the kd1 and kd2 lines, respectively, compared to the control. We also observed robust ERK1/2 activation in 3D cultures of MCF10.Ca1D cells compared to the control (a 14-fold increase). Significant differences in activated ERK1/2 between the control and the knockdown lines or MCF10.Ca1D cells were assessed using one-way ANOVA and Bonferroni's multiple comparisons test; P = 0.0006. 
Reexpression of Rap1Gap in MCF10.DCIS Rap1Gap shRNA Cells: Decrease in Rap Activation and Block of Malignant Phenotype
To further test the role of Rap1Gap in the transition of MCF10. DCIS to an invasive phenotype, we performed rescue experiments.
We hypothesized that reexpression of Rap1Gap would decrease Rap activity and block the formation of invasive multicellular outgrowths in 3D structures formed by the Rap1Gap knockdown lines. A GFP-Rap1Gap construct was transfected into DCIS Rap1Gap kd2 shRNA cells. To test expression of GFP-Rap1Gap, cells were grown in 2D conditions for 3-5 days before imaging ( Figure S5A ), and lysates were prepared for immunoblotting ( Figure 7B ); both confirmed successful reexpression. Transfected cells from parallel dishes were trypsinized and seeded directly on rBM to be cultured with overlay for 8 days before fixing and staining for F-actin ( Figure 7A ). Reexpression of Rap1Gap blocked development of invasive outgrowths and restored the compact and dense phenotype that is characteristic of the 3D structures formed by MCF10.DCIS cells. Actin cortical rings were also restored by reexpression of Rap1Gap ( Figure S5B) .
Given that Rap1Gap is a negative regulator of Rap, we reasoned that knockdown of Rap1Gap would result in an increase in Rap activity and that reexpression of Rap1Gap would reverse that activation. As seen in Figure 7C , D, while modest Rap1 activity was observed in the control MCF10.DCIS cells, increased Rap1 activity was found in both of the MCF10.DCIS Rap1Gap shRNA lines (four-and five-fold, respectively, compared to the control cells) and in MCF10.Ca1D cells (a five-fold increase). In addition, reexpression of Rap1Gap caused a reduction in Rap1 activity (three-fold) in the kd2 line.
Effects of DA-Rap1A and DN-Rap1A on Malignant Phenotype
Rap1Gap is a negative regulator of Rap1A and Rap1B [16] . Given that knockdown of Rap1Gap led to Rap1 activation and subsequent acquisition of invasive phenotype, we investigated whether direct modulation of Rap1A activity would have similar effects. Transient transfection of GFP-tagged DN-Rap1A mutant (Rap1A-N17) in the kd2 line led to the appearance of cell-cell contacts in monolayer culture and clustering of cells (see Supplemental Figure S6 ). When grown in 3D (Figure 8 ), expression of DN-Rap1A mutant (Rap1A-N17) in the kd2 line led to a reversion of invasive phenotype and the reappearance of organized cortical rings and compact structure ( Figure S7 ), similar to MCF10.DCIS. The images in Figure S7 also show disorganized cortical rings in the 3D structures formed by the MCF10.DCIS cells after transfection with the DA Rap1A. The 3D structures, formed by the MCF10.DCIS cells when transfected with DA Rap1A mutant (Figure 8 ), lost their characteristic compact shape, displayed disorganization of the actin cytoskeleton, and grew invasive outgrowths, a phenotype that is reminiscent of the kd2 line ( Figure 5 ).
Discussion
We aimed to delineate the role of Rap1Gap in the progression to IDC by using the MCF10 progression series as a model. Our previous transcriptomic data [7] revealed that Rap1Gap was upregulated in MCF10.DCIS and two other DCIS lines, SUM 225 (derived from a chest wall recurrence [32] ) and SUM 102 (a primary DCIS with microinvasion [7, 34, 35] ), compared to the nontransformed MCF10A cells. Our immunoblotting analysis confirmed that Rap1Gap expression is high in MCF10.DCIS and SUM 225 cells but unexpectedly found low expression of Rap1Gap in SUM 102 cells. This might be due to the dynamic regulation of Rap1Gap protein stability, as occurs in thyroid cancer models [48] . Our IHC analysis of breast tissue samples revealed that DCIS lesions had a higher percentage of Rap1Gap expressing cells compared to normal tissue. These results are consistent with our in vitro data on the MCF10 progression series (Figure 1 ) and with IHC of tissues in the P r o t e i n A t l a s w e b s i t e ( h t t p : / / w w w . p r o t e i n a t l a s . o r g / ENSG00000076864-RAP1GAP/tissue). The latter reports positive staining for Rap1Gap in the majority (9 of 11) of the small set of DCIS samples, with nondetectable staining in normal tissue.
Analysis of Rap1Gap staining in the IDC samples revealed an overall reduction in Rap1Gap expression compared to that in DCIS samples. Analysis of Rap1Gap staining profiles in IDCs divided by subtype revealed that Rap1Gap is reduced in ER+/PR+ IDCs and a downward trend for its expression in TN IDCs compared to DCIS. Even though our staining analyses show reduced Rap1Gap in the ER +/PR+ IDCs compared to other subtypes, we found high Rap1Gap expression levels in two cell lines, MCF-7 and T47-D, that model luminal A [37] , hormone-responsive disease. The overall pattern of the tissue expression included a large range of intersample variability, and thus, it may be that these two cell lines represent cases at the upper range of Rap1Gap expression.
The variability in Rap1Gap expression in our panel of breast cancer cell lines and within the IDC subtypes used in our TMA analysis could be related to the molecular heterogeneity and clinicopathological features present in DCIS and IDC [49, 50] . Reports have proposed that molecular features (gene signatures) associated with disease progression are characteristic of five intrinsic subtypes [51] . It is possible that Rap1Gap expression profiles in breast cancer might be subtype specific. There was a trend of decreased Rap1Gap expression in the TN IDC cases relative to DCIS, but that did not reach significance perhaps because of the few TN IDC samples available for analysis (N = 86). It will be useful to further explore that potential pattern because there was a consistent pattern in the TN IDC cell lines, with the three tested showing low Rap1Gap expression. A further complication is that the TN category includes subsets of disease that are marked by significant molecular heterogeneity [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . The TN cell lines studied here (BT549, Hs578T, and MDA-MB-231) [37, 38] are primary breast papillary IDC, carcinosarcoma, and adenocarcinomas, respectively (see Table 1 of [57] ). They express low levels of claudins [37] and exhibit gene expression profiles that are enriched for mesenchymal markers [58, 59] . Thus, low levels of Rap1Gap may be particularly associated with the claudin low subset of TNBCs and thus be linked with acquisition of mesenchymal characteristics.
Our results are also consistent with gene expression data obtained from the Oncomine database. The Curtis Breast dataset shows a 2.4fold increase in Rap1Gap mRNA expression in DCIS samples compared to normal breast tissue samples ( Figure S8) . Interestingly, the same dataset shows a 1.69-fold change decrease in Rap1Gap mRNA expression in TN IDCs vs. IDCs with other biomarkers ( Figure S9 ). The TCGA Breast dataset also reveals that Rap1Gap mRNA expression is downregulated 1.43-fold in TN IDC samples compared to IDCs expressing other biomarkers ( Figure S10 ).
Our results (Figures 3-5, 7) indicate that, upon silencing of Rap1Gap, MCF10.DCIS cells acquired phenotypic and behavioral characteristics that are reminiscent of the basal B cell lines BT549, MDA-MB-231, and Hs578T [38, 39] . In particular, when grown in rBM, basal-like cell lines display a stellate phenotype, characterized by reduced or absent E-cadherin, and/or presence of multicellular outgrowths [57] . They also demonstrate robust invasive capability in in vitro assays and exhibit activated ERK/MAPK signaling [57] . Here we demonstrated that silencing of Rap1Gap in MCF10.DCIS cells results in activation of ERK MAP kinase, reduced levels of Ecadherin, formation of invasive outgrowths (cytoskeletal remodeling), and a robust invasive capability. These data are strongly supported by other studies which have previously reported that depletion of Rap1A in aggressive breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 reduces invasion in 3D Matrigel cultures [60] . These results also are in line with other reports where, in colon cancer models, increased Rap1 activation leads to breakdown of adherens junctions, cytoskeletal remodeling, and enhanced invasion [19, 29, 61] . Our results also complement observations where overexpression of Rap1Gap decreases invasive capability of renal cell carcinoma cell lines [18] .
Epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a complex, transient, and reversible process, characterized by the loss of epithelial characteristics (such as cell-cell attachments, adhesion, and apicalbasal polarity) and the gain of mesenchymal characteristics (such as increased motility, invasive properties, and a spindle-like morphology) [62] . Loss of functional E-cadherin contributes to an EMT-like phenotype, in which epithelial cells exhibit loss of cell-cell adhesion, increased motility, and invasiveness [63] . While studies have linked Rap1 to formation of E-cadherin-based cell-cell contacts [64] , reciprocal interactions include Rap1 linkage to E-cadherin endocytosis [65] and disengagement [66] . Our data are in agreement with a recent study correlating low levels of Rap1Gap with loss of E-cadherin expression and EMT in gastric cancer [67] . Other studies also show that downregulation of Rap1Gap has been linked to invasion and/or EMT in multiple cancers [15] [16] [17] 29, 67, 68] and is correlated with induction of mesenchymal morphology and migratory behavior [69] . Epithelial cells possess apicobasal polarity, which helps anchor them to the basement membrane [70] . EMT-like changes include the transition from apicobasal polarity to front-rear polarity and loss of cortical actin rings with gain of actin stress fibers [71] . We have shown that while MCF10.DCIS cells have cortical rings, Rap1Gap shRNA cells do not and instead develop stress fibers in the cells in the invasive outgrowths. Thus, our studies link Rap1 activation and alterations in adherens junctions via reduction in E-cadherin. Our studies also connect changes in cytoskeletal remodeling to mesenchymal morphology and invasion.
Silencing of Rap1Gap in MCF10.DCIS cells led to increased ERK/ MAPK phosphorylation in 3D models of DCIS. This observation is in line with 2D studies in melanoma cells that show that Rap1Gap overexpression leads to reduced ERK/MAPK phosphorylation [15] . In the context of IDC, our findings are in agreement with ERK/ MAPK mediating cell migration and invasion [47] . Previous studies from our laboratory have confirmed the presence of activated H-Ras in MCF10.DCIS [27] . This is expected because MCF10.DCIS is isogenic to the MCF10.NeoT cell line, which harbors the constitutively active T24-H-Ras [21] , and thus, DCIS Rap1Gap shRNA cells also express constitutively active H-Ras. Because ERK/ MAPK is further activated in the DCIS Rap1Gap shRNA cells, we conclude that Rap1 and Rap1Gap might participate downstream of Ras to control the activation of ERK/MAPK. For example, Rap1 may regulate ERK/MAPK by antagonizing signals relayed by H-Ras. Other studies have supported a role for Rap1 in inhibition of transformation by Ras due to its participation in signaling networks that control cell polarity [72] and strengthening of cell attachment to both extracellular matrix and neighboring cells [73] . Other studies have reported that overexpression of Rap1A in ovarian cancer cells led to ERK1/2 activation and enhanced expression of EMT markers [74] . Conversely, the MEK inhibitor U0126 reversed the effects of Rap1A via ERK1/2 inhibition. These data build upon previous work in endothelial cells, where similar effects were observed when introduction of DN-Rap1A reduced ERK1/2 phosphorylation and led to concomitant reduction tube formation, proliferation, and migration [14] .
Rap1A mRNA is robustly expressed in DCIS and IDC samples compared to normal mammary ductal cells, and Rap1A protein levels are increased in invasive breast cancer cell lines vs. MCF7 and MCF10A cells [60] . We show that introducing DN-Rap1A does phenocopy the effects of Rap1Gap expression on DCIS cells. We further show that introducing DA-Rap1A in premalignant DCIS cells leads to the acquisition of an invasive phenotype (Figure 8 ), which mimics the phenotype observed in the kd2 line (Figures 4 and 5) . Our qRT-PCR analyses reveal measurable expression of mRNAs for Rap1A, Rap1B, and Rap2 in MCF10.DCIS cells. Thus, although our data show that manipulation of Rap1A activity can phenocopy changes in Rap1Gap expression, it is possible that Rap1B and/or Rap2 might play a role in this system and could be the subject of further studies. Rap1B and Rap2 expression is associated with poor prognosis, aggressive phenotype, and metastasis in various cancers [75, 76] . Thus, overall, we conclude that upregulation of Rap1Gap in MCF10.DCIS, through modulation of Rap activity, might serve as a tumor-suppressive attempt to prevent progression to IDC by reducing Ras-driven transformation. This is consistent with the role of Rap1 as an antagonist of activated Ras in thyroid cancer [77] .
Various studies suggest that Rap1Gap may function as tumor suppressor since it is frequently lost in several tumor types [48] . Tumor suppressors serve as transducers of antiproliferative signals, inhibit cell cycle progression, and induce apoptosis [78] . Overexpression of Rap1Gap in various cell types induces apoptosis [79] , inhibits cell proliferation [14, 16] , blocks passage through the cell cycle [80] , and reduces tumor progression [68, 69] . Studies in various models, such as melanoma and thyroid and pancreatic cancers, show that Rap1Gap expression is lost at a higher frequency in more aggressive tumor types via promoter hypermethylation and/or loss of heterozygosity (LOH) [15, 17, 68, 81] . LOH for Rap1Gap leads to promotion of growth, survival, and invasion in pancreatic cancer models in vitro and in vivo [17] . These findings are complemented by studies in prostate cancer that show evidence of cancer cell migration, invasion, and enhanced rate of tumor incidence in mouse xenograft models following Rap1 activation [82] . Additional in vivo experiments performed to evaluate the tumor-suppressive effect of Rap1Gap show reduction in tumor size, inhibition of tumor formation, and fewer metastases following reexpression [16, 17] . Moreover, clinical studies in endometrial cancer show that low levels of Rap1Gap are correlated with poorly differentiated tissue [67] . Thus, Rap1Gap possesses the majority of the well-studied characteristics found in tumor suppressors, which suggests that Rap1Gap may function in this manner in the progression to IDC.
Alternative signaling mechanisms for the role of Rap1Gap in cancer progression have been proposed. Recent investigations on the effects of Rap1Gap on human umbilical cord vein endothelial cells reveal inhibition of proliferation via ERK/MAPK and protein kinase B (AKT) pathways [14] . Additionally, studies show that overexpression of Rap1Gap in pancreatic cancer cells lines [17] resulted in inhibition of focal adhesion kinase activation and cell spreading without changes in ERK/MAPK phosphorylation. Other studies have also shown that depletion of Rap1Gap in colon cancer cells induces increase in Src and focal adhesion kinase activation [29] . Rap1 also affects the endocytic recycling pathway involved in the formation and maintenance of E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell junctions in human embryonic stem cells [83] . In addition to the regulation of Ecadherin, inside-out signaling via the integrins, which link the ECM to the actin skeleton at focal adhesion sites, is also regulated by Rap1 via Src activity [84] . Rap1 also spatially and temporally regulates actin dynamics via Rho in endothelial barrier function [85] . This might be germane to the mechanism of stress fiber formation in mammary epithelial cells and would be in line with previous studies from our laboratory that suggested that increased Rho A activity might be a contributing factor to the fibroblastic phenotype in Ras-transformed MCF10A cells [27] . Since a more mesenchymal phenotype was observed in the MCF10.DCIS cells with silenced Rap1Gap, it is possible that increased Rap1 activity might lead to increased RhoA activity, resulting in stress fiber formation and facilitation of the process of invasion.
Rap1Gap is member of a family of proteins that regulate Rap1. Rap1Gap2 is expressed in normal luminal cells and myoepithelial cells of the human breast duct (https://www.proteinatlas.org/ ENSG00000132359-RAP1GAP2/tissue/breast). We did not find other reports describing Rap1Gap2 expression in breast cancer, but our qRT-PCR analyses identified mRNA for Rap1Gap2 in the MCF10.DCIS cells. Signal-induced proliferation-associated 1 (SIPA1), another member of the Rap1Gap family of proteins, is reported to be involved in breast cancer progression. SIPA1 is expressed in human ductal and myoepithelial cells (https://www.proteinatlas.org/ENSG00000213445-SIPA1/tissue/ breast), although our qRT-PCR analysis indicated very low mRNA expression levels in MCF10.DCIS cells. Thus far, the majority of studies that have linked SIPA1 to breast cancer are analyses of single nucleotide polymorphisms and their correlation with breast cancer risk, incidence, metastasis, and poor prognosis and survival [86] [87] [88] [89] . One group has recently reported that nuclear SIPA1 activates the promoter of β1 integrin and promotes invasion of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells [90] . This is the first mechanistic study of Rap1Gap in breast cancer progression. Decreases in Rap1Gap expression led to changes in adherens junctions via reduction in E-cadherin levels, to cytoskeletal remodeling, and to increases in ERK activation that are correlated with an invasive phenotype in DCIS (see model in Graphical Abstract). We have developed a model in which high expression of Rap1Gap may be limiting the premalignant progression of breast cancer at the DCIS stage, whereas subsequent reduction in Rap1Gap may act as a switch to an invasive phenotype.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https:// doi.org/10.1016/j.neo.2018.07.002.
